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QUESTION 1

A consultant built a very useful Einstein Analytics app for Sales Operations, and they want to share its contents with the
rest of Global Sales. However, they do not want to add everyone in Sales to their app. The consultant recommends
extending the Sales Operations app and distributing it as an Einstein 

Analytics template app, but needs to locate specific information to get started. 

Given the code statement above, which endpoint should it be posted to? 

A. /services/data/v##.#/wave/apps 

B. /services/data/v##.#/analytics/wizard 

C. /services/data/v##.#/analytics/projects 

D. /services/data/v##.#/wave/templates 

Correct Answer: D 

https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.bi_dev_guide_rest.meta/bi_dev_guide_rest/
bi_resources_templates.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

In a story investigating margin, large variations between product groups are dominating the story. Which action might an
Einstein Consultant take to resolve this? 

A. Add more data to the dataset. 

B. Normalize the margin by product group. 

C. Eliminate extreme values in the dataset. 

D. Run separate stories for each region. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

In an org, some of the Activity records do not have related Opportunity records. Additionally, there are Opportunity
records that do not have related Activity records. 

Which SAQL statement will fetch all Opportunities, even if they don\\'t have associated Activities, and fetch related
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Activity data, if it exists? 

A. q = cogroup Opportunity by \\'Id\\', Activities by \\'Opportunityld\\'; 

B. q = cogroup Opportunity by \\'Id\\', Activities by \\'Opportunityld\\' left; 

C. q = cogroup Opportunity by \\'Id\\' right, Activities by \\'Opportunityld\\'; 

D. q = cogroup Opportunity by \\'Id\\' left, Activities by \\'Opportunityld\\'; 

Correct Answer: D 

https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.bi_dev_guide_saql.meta/bi_dev_guide_saql/
bi_saql_statement_cogroup.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

Why would you use a merge key in a dataset recipe? 

A. To find out what the merge icons represent in a dataset 

B. To schedule when a dataset recipe runs 

C. To join related data from different sources 

D. To deal with duplicate records 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What does XMD stand for? 

A. Configuring unsupported fields 

B. Lenses Dataset Fields 

C. Extended Metadata 

D. Create a JSON 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

The client asks an Einstein Consultant to build a dashboard with a chart that shows revenue and quantity of units sold.
Which type of Combo Chart can the consultant use? 

A. Line over Scatter Plot 

B. Grid over Bar 
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C. Line over Bar 

D. Line over Stacked Bar 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Universal Containers reports that any selection in the List widget is not affecting the Pie chart in one of their Einstein
Analytics dashboards. The step options associated with the List widget and Pie chart are shown in the graphic. 

Given that the steps are using different datasets. which two changes can an Einstein Consultant make to solve this
issue\\' Choose 2 answers 

A. Use \\'Connect Data Sources" and create a connection to connect the two datasets. 

B. Use selection binding in the filters section of Che step "Step_pie_2." 

C. Use "Connect Data Sources" and create a connection to connect the two widgets. 

D. Use selection binding in the filters section of the step "Type_l." 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 8

The Universal Containers company uses Einstein Analytics to build dashboards for different departments: Sales,
Service, and Marketing. Users for the same department have the same role and need to have access to the same
dashboards. Dashboards for different departments use some common datasets with the same row-level security. 

How can an Einstein Consultant address this need? 

A. Create one application for each department and use roles to share applications. 

B. Create one application for each department, put common datasets in the shared app, and use profiles to share
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applications. 

C. Create one application for each department, put common datasets in the shared app, and use roles to share
applications. 

D. Create one application for each department, put common datasets in the shared app, and use permission sets to
share applications. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

A consultant wants to optimize data loads by extracting Salesforce objects using independent Einstein Analytics
dataflows ahead of time. Which construct should be used to accomplish this? 

A. Augment 

B. Dataflow 

C. Clone 

D. Data Sync (Replication) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A consultant built an Einstein Analytics dashboard for a shipping company. The dashboard displays data from several
data sources- The consultant enabled data sync (replication) to increase the speed of data refreshing from these
sources. 

What is the maximum number of dataflow definitions available in this situation? 

A. 45 

B. 35 

C. 25 

D. 30 

Correct Answer: D 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=bi_limits.htmandtype=5 

 

QUESTION 11

A data architect wants to use a dataflow transformation to implement row-level security that is based on role hierarchy in
Salesforce. Which transformation should be used to level the dataset hierarchy\\' 

A. digest transformation 
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B. flatten transformation 

C. delta transformation 

D. sfdcDigest transformation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

An Einstein Consultant needs to add some data values to an existing dataflow: a text field, a number (via a case
statement), and a date (via SAQL). 

In order to achieve this, which compute option should be used? 

A. computeExpression 

B. computeData 

C. computeValue 

D. computeField 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

In a Compare Table formula, you can refer to other columns with: A. Their names 

B. Numbers (1..9) 

C. Letters (A..Z) 

D. All of the above 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

The Universal Containers company plans to upload target data from an external tool to Einstein Analytics so they can
calculate the Sales team target attainments. 

The target data changes every month, so the datasets need to be updated on a monthly basis. The target data is a CSV
file that contains the Salesforce ID of the sales representative, the target amount, and the month of the target. For each
sales representative, the file contains a target for every month of the current year as well as all previous years. 

Based on this information, which operation should a consultant use with the Analytics External Data API to upload the
file? 

A. Update 
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B. Append 

C. Overwrite 

D. Upsert 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

What are Einstein Analytics prebuilt permission sets? Select 2: 

A. Einstein Analytics Platform Admin 

B. Einstein Analytics Platform User 

C. Einstein Analytics 

D. Einstein Analytics Superadmin 

Correct Answer: AB 
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